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Double antivirus protection, including Bitdefender & Clam AV engines. 
Both inbound and outbound mail is scanned for viruses.

Content Control that can be managed by administrator or at user level

LDAP, Dynamic and aliases file recipient verification

SASL authentication

Advanced features for outbound mail scanning and routing

IP protection control

Powerful Anti-Spam and Anti-Malware blocking

TitanSecures attachment scanning, machine-learning and real-time 
IP reputation scanning can detect suspicious language and sender 
aspects. SpamTitan can unpack files (like .zip and .rar) and block 
executables to examine for potentially malicious programs.

Email is the number-one mission critical application used to communicate. 
It’s also the number- one vector for cyberattacks. Email-based 
threats have grown in sophistication, making strong email protection 
a vital component of the security stack. Your organization needs an 
email protection layer that is easy to manage, lowers costs and is 
highly effective in preventing attacks. It is vital this layer works 
seamlessly with the other security layers deployed. The TitanSecure 
email security layer pemail security layer prevents and blocks malware, ransomware, 
spam, viruses, phishing attacks and spoofing attempts.

The number of cybersecurity incidents threatening our organizations is climbing at an alarming rate. Advanced threats require advanced 
solutions. We developed our MSP Alliance Program and TitanSecure to meet the specific security requirements for MSPs and their SMB 
customers.  TitanSecure offers three vital layers of security against todays cybercriminals. Defense in depth requires advanced security 
tools, particularly as organizations become more reliant on multiple vectors of messaging, mobile workers and the Internet of Things 
devices. Implementing the best layered security model is a challenging task, but with TitanSecure we make it easier.

TitanSecure

This includes over 550 million end users and growing-and is 
the primary in-house source for threat corpora used to train 
human-supervised Machine Learning systems. 

This combined and integrative approach empowers us to 
continuously enhance, optimize, and fine-tune our malicious 
detection capabilities in an ever-changing threat landscape.

The TitanSecuThe TitanSecure web security layer prevents and blocks 
malware, ransomware, malicious sites, spyware, phishing sites, 
command and control attacks and botnets.

700 million URL’s crawled daily providing crowd-sourced 
categorization and threat protection 
200 languages covered

5 trillion search queries examined monthly

3 million malicious URLs & phishing sites blocked at any one time

100,000 new malicious and phishing site entries daily

300,000 malicious URLs revisited every single day

100% coverage of the Top 1 Million most visited websites

99% coverage & accuracy of the entire active web, the industry leader. 

53 Unique Content Categories

200,000 queries per second/per instance

5 microseconds for database lookups

1 Vital DNS Security Layer

The Stats That Matter

As Ransomware and drive by download attacks are at an 
all-time high, responsible organizations desperately need 
solutions that psolutions that proactively protect against both new and existing 
web born malware, without the need to recognize known or 
identifiable signatures or behaviors. Our web security layer 
provides real-time malicious detection for the billions of 
URLs/IPs that compromise the active web. This provides a vital 
layer of malware and ransomware protection before users ever 
access malicious URL’s.

The final layer included in TitanSecure is the email archiving and 
business continuity layer. TitanSecure goes beyond traditional 
archiving by creating a secure, cloud based, easily searchable, 
tamper proof archive for corporate data.
AArchiving data in a secure location reduces costs and risks for legal 
and compliance teams. The archiving layers provides an easy to use 
system where you can easily access and search your archive data 
improving employee productivity and efficient workflow efficiency.

The TitanSecure email archiving and business continuity layer 
prevents data loss, provides safe and secure off site storage and 
provides business continuity.

Discover more about TitanSecure today..
Contact us at +1 813 304 2544 or email info@titanhq.com




